Nonintubated laryngomicrosurgery with Transnasal Humidified Rapid-Insufflation Ventilatory Exchange: A case series.
Nonintubation anaesthesia for laryngomicrosurgery (LMS) provides both excellent visualization of the surgical field and complete examination on vocal cord. However, adequate oxygenation remains challenging during nonintubated LMS. Recently, transnasal humidified rapid-insufflation ventilator exchange (THRIVE) has been reported effectively maintaining apneic oxygenation in patient with difficult airways. The feasibility and safety of nonintubated LMS with THRIVE was evaluated in this case series. From September 2016 to February 2017, a total of 23 patients receiving nonintubated LMS were included. Anaesthesia was induced and maintained through target-controlled propofol infusion and muscle relaxation with THRIVE oxygen support. Perioperative data were collected from medical records and analysed. The mean (±SD) duration of the operation was 12.4 (±4.4) min. The mean (±SD) total anaesthesia time (from induction to emergence) was 24.1 (±6.4) min. 22 patients received nonintubated LMS with surgical satisfaction without intraoperative desaturation. One patient who underwent laryngeal tumour biopsy experienced a single episode of desaturation. A 5.5-mm tracheal tube was needed for short-term mechanical ventilation to regain SpO2 to 100%. No significant complication was noted in all patients. All patients discharged as per schedule on the next day after surgery as intubated LMS patients in our hospital. Nonintubated LMS with THRIVE is a feasible and safe alternative to intubated LMS with a small size tracheal tube to provide a better surgical field. However, for patients with easy-bleeding tumor, intubated LMS remains suggestive for better airway protection.